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Welcome to the latest edition of Piper Alderman’s e-Bulletin,
which aims to provide accessible and informative summaries
of recent significant legal developments.
November 2013
Position paper on Privacy Law
Regulation Amendments
In Piper Alderman’s July 2013 Privacy
News Special Edition we summarised the
amendments contained within the Privacy
Amendment (Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012, which
will come into force on 12 March 2014. The AttorneyGeneral’s Department has now released a position paper
setting out the proposed regulations to credit reporting that
will sit alongside the amendments to the Privacy Act 1988
(Cth) (Privacy Act). Brooke Willshire, Senior Associate, and
Louise Cooper, Lawyer, summarise the paper.

Unions struck on the forge:
Lessons for Insolvency
Practitioners and Directors
from the Federal Court
Partner Michael Lhuede and Senior
Associate, Ben Hartley discuss the recent Federal
Court decision of AMWU v Beynon that dealt with
directors’ personal liability for the payment of employee
entitlements.
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The Australian High Court recently
considered the right to silence and the
privilege against self-incrimination in the
decision Lee v New South Wales Crime
Commission. Partner, Tom Griffith explains the High
Court’s discussion of these common law protections.
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ASX flags reforms for Corporate
Governance Principles and
Recommendations
ASX has recently released a consultation
version of a proposed new edition of its
Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations
and related Listing Rule amendments. Partner, Craig
Yeung and Associate, Jarrod Wilksch review the proposed
amendments.
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Unions struck on the forge: Lessons for Insolvency
Practitioners and Directors from the Federal Court
Partner, Michael Lhuede and Senior Associate, Ben Hartley discuss the recent
Federal Court decision of AMWU v Beynon that dealt with directors’ personal liability
for the payment of employee entitlements.

Introduction
Insolvency practitioners need to be aware
of the potential for incurring personal
liability under civil penalty provisions for
contraventions of the Fair Work Act and
how they can protect themselves from
claims when accepting appointments.
The Federal Court of Australia recently
considered the liability of company
directors and receivers for unpaid
employee entitlements in the case of
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred Industries Union
v Beynon [2013] FCA 390. The case
received some notoriety when it was
unfairly referred to in Parliament , as a
“very sordid example” of phoenixing
in MP Mike Symon’s speech in support
of the Corporations Amendment
(Phoenixing and Other Measures) Bill
2012. Justice Gray gave his decision on 1
May 2013.

Background
Forgecast Australia Pty Ltd manufactured
forged metal parts and fittings. The
shareholder of Forgecast, Ideal Pty Ltd
(Ideal), held a general security interest
over all of the assets and undertakings
of Forgecast to secure monies advanced
over a long period of time. Both Forgecast
and Ideal shared a single common
director.
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By mid 2009 Forgecast was facing financial
difficulties. In addition to the Ideal security
interest its receivables were separately
financed to a third party financier. The
director’s strategy for dealing with the
financial difficulties was to attempt to
seek reduced working hours to align its
business capacity with demand. This would
prevent redundancies. While the unions
were agreeable to interim measures in this
regard they would not agree to long term
reductions in hours.
Following a scheduled audit by the
Receivables Financier, which identified tax
and superannuation arrears, the director
was introduced to an insolvency practitioner.
Between August and November 2009 there
were a series of meetings between the
director and the insolvency practitioner to
discuss Forgecast’s financial state and how
it might address its surplus of labour in the
business.
In early November 2009, pursuant to its
charge over the assets of Forgecast, Ideal
appointed the insolvency practitioner as
a receiver and manager over the business
of Forgecast. The receiver continued the
business of Forgecast for several weeks.
However on any sale there would have
been insufficient funds to meet redundancy
entitlements in full and the director
would not guarantee the payment of such
entitlements. Further after a tender process
the director was the only party expressing
any wish to buy the business. As a result the
employees ceased work and picketed the
site. Several days later the receiver treated
them as having been made redundant
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In contravention of agreements with the
AMWU and the AWU, Forgecast did not
pay any redundancy entitlements to its
employees.
The AMWU and AWU brought a civil
claim against the director and Ideal for
being knowingly involved in Forgecast’s
contravention pursuant to section 550
of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) which
created a civil penalty where an employee
(Forgecast) fails to pay any entitlements to
its staff. The claim was for the full amount
of the redundancy entitlements. The
director and Ideal brought a cross claim
against the receiver claiming contribution
pursuant to the Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic).

Relevant principles
Justice Gray found that the AMWU and
AWU needed to show that the director in
his personal capacity and as the directing
mind and will of Ideal, participated in the
contravention (failure to pay entitlements)
intentionally and with knowledge of the
facts constituting the contravention, citing
the authority of Yorke v Lucas decided in
the mid-80s.
However, as the contraventions occurred
while Forgecast was in receivership, the
directing mind and will of Forgecast was
that of the receiver. It was therefore
necessary to ascertain the receiver’s state
of mind for the purpose of ascertaining
whether he and the director were “linked
in purpose” and had a common intention
for the purposes of involvement in the
contravention.
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Decision
Justice Gray found that the director
(and therefore Ideal) was aware that
the appointment of receivers meant
that Forgecast would not be able to pay
redundancy entitlements to employees.
It was established that the director’s
aim, should the receiver not find a third
party purchaser of the business, was to
emerge from the process in control of the
Forgecast business and to cast onto GEERS
the burden of any payments made to
redundant employees. He intended that his
new company would purchase Forgecast’s
assets and employ some of the former
Forgecast employees, rather than purchase
the business as a going concern. He did not
intend his new company would become
responsible for all of Forgecast’s employees
and liable for paying any redundancy
entitlements involved in reducing the
workforce.

However, Justice Gray found that the
receiver did not share this purpose. The
Court found that the receiver was giving
arms-length advice as an insolvency
practitioner and, once appointed receiver,
exercising the powers of a receiver and
manager in a perfectly normal way. The
director’s attempt to purchase the assets
of Forgecast, with a view to restarting the
business, was not something the receiver
had in mind at the time of the appointment
and in any event the actions of the relevant
applicant unions in walking off the job left
the receiver with little alternative other
than to make all employees redundant and
to hasten the closing of the business.
Accordingly, the receiver and the director
did not have a common purpose, hence
the director and Ideal were found to not
be involved in Forgecast’s contravention
of the Fair Work Act. As the director and
Ideal were not liable, there could be no
claim for contribution against the receiver.
Pursuant to section 570 of the Fair Work
Act, as the application was a proceeding
exercising jurisdiction under the Fair Work
Act, a costs order would only be made in
limited circumstances, ie the proceedings
were instituted vexatiously or costs were
incurred due to an unreasonable act or
omission. That not being the case, the
application was dismissed with no order as
to costs.

Points for Insolvency Practitioners
and Directors to note
•

An insolvency practitioner will be
personally liable for a contravention
of the Fair Work Act where he or
she participated in the contravention
intentionally and had knowledge
of the facts constituting the
contravention.

•

Insolvency practitioners should be
careful if they suspect they have been
appointed as part of a phoenixing
process aimed at avoiding paying
employee entitlements. They should
ensure that they do not knowingly
participate in that process.

•

As there will be no costs orders
imposed on claims under the Fair
Work Act unless the claim is found to
be vexatious, or costs were incurred
unreasonably, the risk of an adverse
costs order is unlikely to deter unions
or employees from bringing claims.

•

Insolvency practitioners should
ensure that any indemnity they obtain
is from persons of substance, and that
their professional indemnity policies
cover claims such as claims under the
Fair Work Act.

For further information contact:
Michael Lhuede, Partner
t +61 3 8665 5506
mlhuede@piperalderman.com.au
Ben Hartley, Senior Associate
t +61 3 8665 5553
bhartley@piperalderman.com.au
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The right to silence
The Australian High Court recently considered the right to silence and the
privilege against self-incrimination in the decision Lee v New South Wales Crime
Commission. Partner, Tom Griffith explains the High Court’s discussion of these
common law protections.
A number of Australian Statutes have
sought, in certain circumstances, to remove
individuals’ right to silence by conferring on
courts and investigative bodies the power
to compel individuals to answer questions
about whether or not they have engaged in
criminal conduct. For example, at the time
of writing the Queensland Government had
recently foreshadowed the introduction of
new laws that would empower its Crime
and Misconduct Commission to compel
examinees to answer questions under threat
of a mandatory jail term.
Unlike the US, Australia does not have a
constitutionally guaranteed right to silence
on the grounds of potential self incrimination
- it’s not possible in Australia to “‘plead
the fifth”. While at common law individuals
do have certain rights including the right
to silence and the privilege against selfincrimination, those rights are not absolute,
and may be subject to a contrary statute
enacted by the parliament that may infringe
on those rights in certain circumstances.
The Criminal Assets Recovery Act (NSW)
(Act) is such a statute. Sections 13 and 13A
of the Act operate to override obligations
of confidence, legal professional privilege
and the privilege against self-incrimination.
Those sections apply to an examination
under s 31D (an examination in relation to a
confiscation order).
The issue before the High Court was
whether the Supreme Court of New South
Wales was authorised to make an order
under s31D of the Act that the Appellants
be compulsorily examined in circumstances
where there was a risk that the subject
matter of the examinations might overlap
with the subject matter of separate criminal
proceedings being faced by the appellants.
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The High Court discussed the application
of “direct use immunity” and “derivative
use immunity”. Pursuant to the principle
of direct use immunity, answers given to
compulsory questioning are not admissible
in subsequent criminal proceedings.
However, and unless there is a “derivative
use immunity” the answers may be used to
discover evidence which is admissible against
the person providing the answer.
In a dissenting judgment Justice Hayne
concluded, at [79], that the asking of
questions and the compelling of answers
about the pending charge interfere with the
conduct of an accusatorial trial, embarrass
the defence of the accused and work a
fundamental alteration to the accusatorial
process of criminal justice.
A majority of the High Court found that the
NSW Supreme Court was authorised to
order the examination, and dismissed the
appeal. Chief Justice French, who delivered
one of the majority judgments, noted at [36]
that examinations under s31D would be
subject to judicial control and discretion. His
Honour also noted at [49]:

The minority considered itself bound
by the Court’s earlier decision in X7 v
Australian Crime Commission which
concerned similar legislation, the
Australian Crime Commission Act 2002
(Cth) (ACC Act) an Act that governs the
gathering and dissemination of criminal
information and intelligence by an
executive authority in relation to matters
relating to federally relevant criminal
activity. One of the bases upon which the
majority distinguished X7 v ACC was that
the NSW Act differed in material ways
from the ACC Act considered in that
case.
The decision is noteworthy in the context
of a number of “tough on crime” pieces
of state legislation that have been earmarked for constitutional challenge in the
High Court. Watch this space.
For further information contact:
Tom Griffith, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9913
tgriffith@piperalderman.com.au

Judical sensitivity to the impact of an
examination on the accusatorial character
of pending criminal proceedings can
be expected to inform whether an
order should be made in the particular
circumstances of the case and, if an order
be made, the way in which any subsequent
examination is conducted. Its judicial
character will attract the inherent and
express powers of the Supreme Court to
protect against misuse of its process and
against unfair prejudice to an examinee.
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Position paper on Privacy Law Regulation
Amendments
In Piper Alderman’s July 2013 Privacy News Special Edition we summarised
the amendments contained within the Privacy Amendment (Enhancing Privacy
Protection) Act 2012, which will come into force on 12 March 2014. The AttorneyGeneral’s Department has now released a position paper setting out the proposed
regulations to credit reporting that will sit alongside the amendments to the Privacy
Act 1988 (Cth) (Privacy Act). Brooke Willshire, Senior Associate and Louise Cooper,
Lawyer, summarise the paper.
Consumer credit liability
information
As explained in our Privacy News Special
Edition, one of the most substantial
amendments to the Privacy Act is the
introduction of new categories of credit
information which can be collected. One
category of consumer credit liability
information which will be available
through the new credit reporting system
are the terms and conditions of the
consumer credit, if those terms and
conditions relate to the repayment of
the amount of credit and are prescribed
by the regulations. The position paper
released by the Department suggests that
the following will be prescribed:
•

amortisation type

•

term type

•

term of loan

•

whether the loan is guaranteed.
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Repayment history information
Another category of information which
can by collected under the amendments
to the Privacy Act is repayment history
information, which includes:
•

whether or not the individual has
met an obligation to make a monthly
payment that is due and payable in
relation to the consumer credit

•

the day on which the monthly payment
is due and payable

•

if the individual makes the monthly
payment after the day on which the
payment is due and payable—the day
on which the individual makes that
payment.

The amendments provide that the
regulations may make provision in relation
to (a). Accordingly it is proposed that the
regulations in relation to this sub-section
will read “Where an individual misses any
or all repayments due in a month then the
individual will be taken to have missed a
repayment.”
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Credit providers and credit
reporting businesses
The credit reporting system works by
credit providers supplying credit-related
personal information on individuals
to credit reporting bodies. The credit
reporting bodies collect and database this
information and then they may disclose
that information to other credit providers
in defined circumstances.
The regulations will exclude some bodies
from being recognised as a creditor
provider or credit reporting bodies.
For example, the proposed regulations
will exclude an organisation or small
business operator acting in the capacity
of a current or prospective landlord from
being classified as a credit provider. The
position paper explains that the definition
of credit provider could include a landlord
that receives rent in arrears and this is
not desirable as the landlord and tenant
relationship is regulated by State and
Territory legislation.
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In terms of credit reporting bodies,
businesses that merely verify or validate
information relating to an individual that is
a matter of public record are excluded.

Transitional matters
The proposed regulations will also
provide for transitional matters in relation
to the amendments. It is proposed that
information requests being processed
on or before the commencement date
of 12 March 2014 will be permitted to
be processed under the current credit
reporting system until 31 March 2014.
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In summary, the regulations are confined
to the credit reporting amendments to the
Privacy Act. The Department has explained
that the Government does not intend to make
extensive regulations because many of the
regulation-making powers are not intended
to be relied upon immediately, but rather
included in order to allow flexibility to address
changing circumstances.
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For further information contact:
Brooke Willshire, Senior Associate
t +61 8 8205 3347
bwillshire@piperalderman.com.au
Louise Cooper, Lawyer
t +61 8 8205 3319
lcooper@piperalderman.com.au
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ASX flags reforms for Corporate Governance
Principles and Recommendations
ASX has recently released a consultation version of a proposed new (third) edition
of the ASX Corporate Governance Council’s Corporate Governance Principles and
Recommendations (Recommendations) and related Listing Rule amendments.
Partner, Craig Yeung and Associate, Jarrod Wilksch review the proposed
amendments.
The draft third edition
Recommendations reflects
developments in corporate governance
related issues since the second edition
of the Recommendations was released
in 2007 (and amended in 2010). In
particular, the consultation paper
notes that the amendments to the
Recommendations are intended to
address lessons learnt from the GFC.
By way of background, in the
ASX Corporate Governance
Council (Council)’s words,
the Recommendations set out
“recommended corporate governance
practices for entities listed on the
ASX that, in the Council’s view, are
likely to achieve good governance
outcomes and meets the reasonable
expectations of most investors in most
situations.” The Recommendations
are not mandatory. However, listed
entities are required to include in their
annual report a statement disclosing
the extent to which they have complied
with the Recommendations. Under
the current Recommendations, if
the entity has not followed all of the
Recommendations they must identity
those Recommendations that have not
been followed and give reasons for not
following them.
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The third edition of the Recommendations
is built around the existing eight principles,
with 30 recommendations intended to give
effect to these underlying principles. The
principles have, however, been amended
slightly to clarify drafting and call for stronger
links between the principles and the
recommendations.

•

Environmental and social issues – a
recommendation that a listed entity
disclose whether, and if so how, it has
regard to economic, environmental
and sustainability risks. This reflects
the increasing attention being given
to these matters in the investment
community.

The key changes proposed by the proposed
third edition of the Recommendations are as
follows:

•

Independence of directors – the
relationships that may affect the
independence of directors have been
expanded. Most notably, service on
the board for more than nine years has
been included as a factor that might
cause doubts about the independence
of the director. If an entity decides
that a director with more than nine
years’ service on the board is still
independent, it will be required to
disclose why it has formed that view.

•

Remuneration claw-back policy – the
Recommendations contain a new
recommendation that entities put in
place a policy for the claw-back of
performance based remuneration from
senior executives. The policy should be
disclosed to members and enable the
board to claw-back performance based
remuneration where appropriate,
such as where the financial statements
contained a material misstatement or
where the payment otherwise was
not warranted. Any claw-backs made
under the policy, or which should have
been made, should also be disclosed at
the end of the reporting period.

•

•

Risk management – introducing
strengthened recommendations in
relation to managing and monitoring risk.
Examples of these recommendations
include recommendations to establish
a risk committee (whether as a standalone committee or as part of the audit
committee) or otherwise disclose its
process for overseeing risk, as well
as annual reviews of the entity’s risk
management framework.
Flexibility for smaller entities – the
proposed new Recommendations
acknowledge that smaller listed entities
with smaller boards may legitimately have
different governance practices to larger
listed entities and have added alternatives
to a number of recommendations
to reflect this. For example,
recommendations on nomination, risk,
audit and remuneration committees all
have alternatives that recognise that
smaller entities may not have these
committees and allow them to disclose
alternative processes they employ to
address these issues.
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In conjunction with the release of
the Recommendations, ASX has also
released some proposed corporate
governance related amendments to
the Listing Rules. These changes are
intended to complement and give
effect to the changes proposed to the
Recommendations. The key proposed
amendments include:
•

•

Amending Listing Rule 4.10.3
to provide listed entities with
flexibility to disclose their corporate
governance statements on their
website rather than in their annual
report.
Introducing a requirement for entities
to prepare and lodge an Appendix
4G at the time they lodge their
annual reports with ASX. In this
Appendix, entities will be required to
identify whether they have complied
with a recommendation in the
Recommendations and if so, outlining
where details of that information
can be found. This represents a shift
away from the current requirement
for entity’s to disclose only the
Recommendations that they have not
followed.

•

Introducing a new Listing Rule 3.19B
which will require the disclosure of
on-market purchases of securities on
behalf of employees or directors or
their related parties under an employee
incentive scheme.

Submissions on the proposed changes to the
Recommendations and Listing Rules close on
15 November 2013. It is intended the third
edition of the Recommendations will be
introduced in 1 July 2014 and take effect for
an entity’s first full financial year commencing
on or after that date. Accordingly:
•

entities with a 30 June balance date
will first be expected to measure their
governance practices against the third
edition of the Recommendations for the
financial year ending 30 June 2015.

•

entities with a 31 December balance
date will first be expected to measure
their governance practices against the
third edition of the Recommendations
for the financial year ending 31
December 2015.

The Listing Rule changes are also expected
to take effect on 1 July 2014, other than the
proposed new Listing Rule 3.19B which is to
take effect on 1 January 2014.
For further information contact:
Craig Yeung, Partner
t +61 8 8205 3347
cyeung@piperalderman.com.au
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